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Introduction:
This month’s report has surprised us at the level of impact
external and non-technological issues have caused on the
strategy and structure of the cyber security and IT landscape.
This is one of the reasons we chose to create monthly reports
for our Premium users to give the most insight into how
quickly it can all change, and what factors are influencing it. To
ultimately help you and your organisation to remain reactive.
This month’s report is heavily focused on the effects of the
Coronavirus, but from a technical standpoint because of the
changes in trends and inputs we have seen from our users this
month.
Of course, we can’t be 100% certain that the Coronavirus has
caused all of these changes but it is very likely it is influencing
how businesses, cyber, and IT are operating currently.
With the UK prime minister implying that up to a 5th of the
UK workforce could be non-working at the same time if the
virus spreads further, and other countries putting towns
in quarantine. It’s interesting to see how CISOs, and cyber
experts are responding through Boardish to mitigate the
business impact of the threat.

* Each report is based on the trends and data from the
previous month. In this case, February 2020.
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The Threat Landscape
Below are the 3 biggest threat changes to be aware of
and how cyber professionals are prioritising these threats
in their organisations. There were several variations of ‘not
being mobile’ which we have combined for the purpose
of the report into ‘immobility’.

Boardish Main Threats Changes

Highlights
1. Huge Increase of 42% in “Immobility”
threats.

42%
Immobility

a. “Chance of Losing the Market position”
has spiked from Low to Medium for
“Immobility”.
b. Workdays loss is averaged at 5.
c. Turnover days Loss is averaged at 7.

8%
Ransomware

2. The joint second largest threat increase
was Ransomware which has risen by 8%
from last month.
a. Most users see the chance of losing
market position as a result as: High
which has not changed.
b. The amount of turnover days lost as a
result of ransomware has also increased
by 12%.

8%
Phishing

3. P
 hishing has increased in threat severity
by 8%.
a. Chance of losing market position in
almost all cases is: Medium.
b. Regulation impact for most cases is:
High.
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Immobility
Immobility is the issue of staff in a business not
being able to work remotely from other locations,
for example at home. In cases like the Coronavirus
where individuals have to self-quarantine from
home, a business that can’t accommodate this will
drastically lose workers (and money) and come to
a halt. Whilst still incurring staff charges like sick
pay etc.
This shows how important the ability to work
remotely is for many business functions to
communicate with colleagues, clients, vendors,
and perform day to day functions.

Whilst this is likely to have been highlighted by
the Coronavirus, it has highlighted a larger issue
that even in the age of digital, some companies
aren’t taking advantage of technological mobility
or flexibility.
As the month progressed, we have seen more
and more Boardish users adding these types
of ‘immobility’ threats as it becomes clear
that potentially mobility could be completely
compromised.  It’s also interesting to note that
most of these threats were added by companies in
EMEA and APAC countries.

Key takeaway:
Being mobile and being able to work remotely used to be considered a luxury or perk afforded
to high-level management. But this is a thing of the past. Not being mobile is a CLEAR THREAT to
organisations, both in metrics of turnover days lost and workdays lost. And could in fact offer an
alternative to reduce the impact of high staff turnover and sickness on businesses.

Ransomware
Ransomware is continuing to grow, and has
increased a further 8% over the last month.
An interesting development is the increase
of smaller organisations adding Ransomware
as their highest risk level, with more severe
impact figures because many don’t have the
infrastructure to use effective Enterprise-level
protections and backups.
It’s also becoming of increasing concern to SMEs
because ransomware is often compromising
many other attack vectors and leading to a data
breach. Something that has regulatory impact
regardless of the size of the company.

Key takeaway:
Ultimately, ransomware remains a top priority
threat with maximum levels of impact not
only for the reasons mentioned, but also
because of an increase of 6% in turnover days
lost as a result for the business.
The increase of ‘ransomware as a service’
makes this ‘weapon’ more accessible to
attackers from all levels, therefore even
small competitors can use it with minimal
knowledge, not just the bigger players and
focused attacks.  

Our research team has also seen another
development as a clear spike of ransomware
attacks are being targeted at national services
like town services, fire departments, and medical
institutions. This is because they are a soft target
that must resolve the issue quickly and are
more likely to pay.
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Phishing
Phishing increased last month but this month
it managed to make it into our top 3 threats
with an increase of 8% from our Boardish users.
Phishing is still one of the most efficient attack
vectors as it relies on the unpredictability of
users rather than technology. Most cyberattacks
in our experience have, in some form or another,
happened through phishing incidents.
Whilst phishing impacts all sizes of organisation,
it was very interesting to see that the impact

figures seem to be bigger for smaller companies.
Showing they feel they are hit harder from
phishing that larger companies.
We presume that this is because larger
organisations have more in-depth tools at their
disposal and budgets to protect themselves
much better. Even simple solutions like setting
a DMARC is something that is mostly done by
bigger organisations.

Key takeaway:
Phishing is so efficient because it hacks people and not technology, which is why it needs a higher focus to
implement user awareness training and keep staff up to date. Emails in particular seem to be the most clear
and simple gateway into an organisation.
It’s also important to make sure settings like DMARC and SPF are configured.

Threats Insight:
It’s not just about having the best technological tools but the actual ability
of using them in complicated circumstances. The Coronavirus outbreak is
currently a live showcase on how the ability to use technology remotely is
critical in staying in the game.
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The Solutions Landscape
The changing threat landscape has meant cyber
professionals are changing their approach towards
solutions. Below are the key changes across the solution
landscape during February 2020.

Boardish Main Solutions Changes

Highlights
1. 371%! increase in ‘Remote Conferencing’
being used as a solution.

371%
Remote Conferencing

2. 5
 1% increase in ‘Advanced Identity
Management’ as a solution

3. 2
 2% increase in ‘Cloud Security’ as a
solution.

51%
Advanced Identity Management

22%
Cloud Security
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Remote Conferencing

Advanced Identity Management

We expected a big jump in conferencing or
remote communication tools after seeing the
threat level of immobility have such an increase.
But 371% is a massive spike. Of course, this large
jump is likely because many Boardish users
haven’t considered quantifying threats with
conferencing tools. Remote conferencing for
many companies was (and still is in some cases)
not considered as a cyber solution, or even a DR
solution.

We have seen a spike in advanced Identity
management solutions to allow remote working,
with a large focus on Device Management
Security and BYOD solutions.

The current situation in which even some of the
biggest technological events like the “Microsoft
MVP Summit” became a ‘virtual conference’
makes it clear that remote conferencing is a
major solution for several threats. In fact, we have
seen it being added for all sized of companies for
all over the globe.

Securely allowing BYOD is one of the quickest
ways to enable remote working without the need
to spend more on, or even wait for new hardware
(which is also delayed because of the same
external factors.)

*Just before this report was published, some of the largest video
conferencing solution vendors like Microsoft, Google, Webex
etc. have responded to this landscape change by offering free
or highly discounted tools to deal with the Coronavirus.

The big spike of 51% again is most likely due to
the Coronavirus forcing more companies into
remote working. This causes a knock-on effect
of the security teams making sure that these
remote solutions don’t lead to data leakages.

That said, we’ve mainly seen Advanced Identity
Management be explored by medium to large
organisation.

Key takeaway:

Key takeaway:

It comes down to ‘Disaster Recovery’ and
your general technological resilience.
External factors will threaten the business,
this time it’s the Coronavirus, previously it was
the Icelandic volcano. Remote conferencing,
and the attached infrastructure requirements
need to be within your mitigation toolbox!

Being able to work remotely is one thing,
but being able to do this in a secure way is
another. And the key factor for successful
implementation in organisations is to provide
remote working processes that meet both
mobility and security needs.

Cloud Security Solutions
Another increase in the remote working solutions arena
is Cloud Services. Solutions like OneDrive, DropBox,
Google Drive, and Online Email have been mentioned
frequently. Combine this with many organizations using
BYOD solutions and you can easily see the reasoning for
the 22% spike in Cloud Security Solutions.
Organizations need solutions that can protect the virtual
boundaries, solutions that can differentiate between
sensitive and non-sensitive information and how they are
accessed remotely.

Solutions Insight:
We’ve seen the trifecta of ‘remote
working solutions’ in Boardish this
month with the top 3 solutions closely
linking with the top 3 threats. IT and
Cyber teams alike are responding
quickly to threats, quantifying remote
networking options in a way that is
protecting devices and sensitive data.
Ultimately showing that businesses
need to be able to work remotely,
without reducing security posture

It’s also interesting to see that Cloud Security has also
been explored by small companies (11-50 employees)
illustrating how flexible Cloud solutions are.
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The Effectiveness of
Solutions Against Threats
The Threat Protection Factor (TPF) section is part of what makes Boardish unique as it helps to
determine how efficient your solutions are at mitigating threats, both in the cloud, and on-prem. In
this report the TPF are a mirror of the changes in the solution landscape, this is mainly due to the
shift in priorities because of the outbreak. This has meant the ‘day-to-day’ priority is now focusing
on the quick remediation of urgent threats.

Boardish Main TPF Changes

Highlights
1. Remote Conferencing Solutions’ saw an
increase of 75% efficiency.

75%

2. Advanced Identity Management’ solutions
saw an increase of 22% efficiency, mainly
for cloud environments.

Remote Conferencing
3. Cloud Security Solutions saw an increase of
9% efficiency for cloud environments only.

22%

4. Classic Endpoint solutions saw an
additional decrease of 4% efficiency
across both environments.

Advanced Identity Managment

www.boardish.io
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Remote Conferencing Solutions

Cloud Security Solutions

Remote conferencing had a 371% change in
how often it was used to mitigate threats. But it
also had a 75% increase of how efficient it is at
mitigating the threat.

Cloud security has seen an increase but made
a larger jump this month because of the clear
connection with the main threats. With the focus
on remote working capabilities, it’s actually been
smaller organisations with the bigger increase in
efficiency. Likely due to the quick benchmarking
and deployment of these solutions in smaller
companies.  

Much of this is due to the solutions not being
benchmarked for ‘efficiency’ before, whereas
now there is a clear threat that can be largely
mitigated by remote conferencing solutions.  
Currently, because of this month’s usage, remote
conferencing as a standalone solution has
one of the highest TPF values in the Boardish
ecosystem.  

In contrast, larger organisations tend to select
both cloud security and advanced identity
management at the same time leading to
different efficiency results.

Advanced Identity Management

Classic Endpoint Solutions

We saw this category increasing in efficiency last
month, but this month’s spike has resulted from
more companies testing and benchmarking it in
real life. When you use these tools and achieve
a BYOD capability (for example) you can quantify
the efficiency more clearly.

For the second month, Classic Endpoint is
decreasing in efficiency. The interesting element to
this is that the efficiency is decreasing more than
the quantity. This shows us many organisations
understand they have legacy solutions, but aren’t
in a position to remove them yet.

Note: The efficiency spike was most obvious
in larger organisations that have the human
resources and skillset to configure these type of
tools

They are instead benchmarking them against
new solutions, so not removing them from their
solution options.  We expect this category will
continue to decrease in efficiency and then be
removed completely in the upcoming months.  

Key takeaway:
It all comes down to the quickest and
most efficient solution for the biggest
threat. Video conferencing is the easiest to
‘deploy’ that solves a core issue currently
with a very clear efficiency metric.
Advanced identity management and
cloud security both provide a solution
for secured remote working, but identity
management solutions in particular
are clearly more efficient for larger
organisations. Whilst cloud security is very
responsive for smaller businesses and can
be deployed within a day in some cases.
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Regulatory Impact (GDPR)
As most of the regulatory impact is incredibly complex, Boardish is currently only quantifying the
regulation impact of threats from a GDPR perspective. The regulatory section is one of the few
Boardish areas not really impacted by the Coronavirus. This makes sense because the largest
threat of immobility is not directly related to GDPR impact.
Of course, as we’ve mentioned, remote working without proper security can increase the likelihood
of GDPR impact but that has not yet reflected in our Boardish ecosystem.
With that in mind, here’s the findings for February:

Boardish main Regulation
impact Changes

Highlights
1. 11% increase in the regulation impact of
Phishing threats

11%
Phishing

2. 6
 % increase in the regulation impact of
Ransomware threats

3. 6%
 increase in the regulation impact of
Data Breach threats

6%
Ransomware

6%
Data Breach
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Data Breaches

Phishing

From first to third this month, data breaches
increased 6% alongside ransomware. What is
interesting this month however is that it’s the
smaller companies in both the US and Europe
that are marking data breaches as a high GDPR
impact risk showing that GDPR is starting to be
taken seriously by smaller organisations.

Phishing regulatory impact severity has climbed
from third to the top of our list since last month’s
report. Which shows that phishing is becoming
one of the leading causes of GDPR impact on
a business. Primarily because it often leads to
ransomware and data leakage on a huge scale.

This could potentially be because the ICO have
been imposing smaller fines on self-employed
individuals as well as small companies. Proving
that they aren’t exempt from fining.

Having increased another 11% over the last
month, it shows that it’s maintaining its
importance among cyber professionals.

Key takeaway:

Ransomware
Ransomware is continuing to increase in GDPR
impact although this has slowed since last
month’s 18% rise. Again, we see more companies
from the US and outside Europe making these
selections as they navigate GDPR and what that
means for them when storing and processing
European citizen’s data.  
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Phishing taking the lead was a very
interesting surprise this month. It will be
interesting to see if it was an anomaly
because the main focus was on the
Coronavirus which doesn’t have a regulation
impact. Or if it was an insight into security
teams believing that phishing is one of the
main root causes for other types of attacks.
Therefore, giving it more regulatory weight.
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Final Notes
As a team we were surprised by the reactiveness of the
Boardish community and cyber professionals as a whole
in quantifying solutions to growing non-technological
risks like the Coronavirus. It gave us valuable insight into
the fact that it’s not always ‘cyber security issues’ and
‘hacking’ that can cause some of the largest threats for
businesses, but in fact in this case it was more operational
IT focused.
It also shows how quickly the threat landscape and
priorities in cyber security and IT changes and how
important it is to be able to take this new information
to decision-makers and allow the organisation to react
quickly.
Being able to quickly quantify threats and solutions and
present them to decision-makers for faster decisions was
why Boardish was created. It’s this simplicity in complex
cyber quantification that allows businesses to react
quickly to sudden and unpredictable threats to mitigate
risks quickly. So as a whole, in spite of the growing
Coronavirus, it’s been exciting for us to see Boardish in
action being used for its true purpose this month.
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About Boardish
Boardish allows you to translate your information on
threats and solutions into clear financial risk figures and
full solution costs for decision-makers.
Quantifying and simplifying the impact of threats, and
solution combinations into a clear dashboard, Boardish
allows for a quick breakdown of various threat vectors
both on-prem and cloud.
The aim is to provide tangible and quantifiable risk
analysis to cyber security and bridge the gap between
IT and the board in a fast-paced and frequently
changing area in business.
Boardish is not only revolutionising how cyber
professionals approach the board, sparking the
conversations about risk that we need. It also shows
tangible results in explaining how various IT and cyber
security solutions combat specific business threats,
ultimately improving security posture.

Try Boardish for FREE today by visiting:

Boardish.io
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Threats

Solutions

Threat

Total Threat
Loss

Solution
Contribution
On-Prem

On-Prem
Exposure

Solution
Contribution
In-Cloud

In-Cloud
Exposure

No. of
Solutions

Solution

Total Solution Cost

Data Leakage

$203.87M

$198.98M

$4.89M

$173.29M

$30.58M

3

Microsoft - M365 E5

$206,500.00

Fire-Water
Disaster

$119.48M

$107.54M

$11.95M

$0.00M

$119.48M

1

Meraki - Firewall

$45,000.00

Ransomware

$111.35M

$97.43M

$13.92M

$83.51M

$27.84M

3

Eset - Endpoint Security

$34,500.00

Phishing

$38.65M

$38.07M

$0.58M

$37.49M

$1.16M

4

Veeam - Disaster Recovery

$29,500.00

DenialOfService

$32.12M

$27.30M

$4.82M

$25.70M

$6.42M

2

Fortinet - Fortigate

$24,680.00

Internal UserAwarnessTraining

$15,000.00

CloudFlare - DDOSProtection

$4,400.00

Annual Company Turnover

Filters

Total Solution Cost

Regulation Loss

$200,000,000

Threat Loss Breakdown

Salary Loss

Sale Loss

Market Loss

$359,580

Threat Loss Comparison

Solution Costs
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